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01. Lost Control
02. Take Me Away
03. Empty
04. Synapses
05. Freefall
06. W.G.A.C.A
07. Break
08. The White Page
09. Speak For The Voiceless
10. No Way Out

CTRL – A fiery ride to your inner sun!
With over 10 million streams, the modern metal band DUST IN MIND from Strasbourg
(France) creates a sound world filled with passion, fire and thunder! Their highly anticipated
fourth album 'CTRL' is a wholehearted confirmation that the expansion of DUST IN MIND
is redoubtable. By channeling their inner fury about the devastating global situation, the
band succeeds to unveil a strong and sharp sound which cuts right through your emotions.
An album about courage, surrendering and the intimate process of learning about oneself
whilst having to face the overwhelming pressure and torrents of feelings that seem
uncontrollable and incomprehensible.
'Lost Control' which has been released before as a single, is a true masterpiece of selfexploration engulfed by electrifying melodies and thunderous rhythms. The journey
continues on through pain in which resignation seems like the only option and is portrayed
in the most exhilarating way. The waters of solitude start to boil and fuel the fire for 'Break'
and 'Empty in which pure aggression turns into art. The band also embraces their French
roots in the song 'Synapses' where one verse is delivered in their native language, changing
the ambience for a moment and transporting the listener into the world of old Paris.
This same song is illustrated with a music video shot on the Eiffel Tower, making DUST IN MIND
the one and only Metal band to honor this challenge !
With each and every song DUST IN MIND climb higher and higher the ladder of unique
composing, rich melodies and dark ambience to showcase their iconic personality and
relentless determination as a band. 'CTRL' just like the rest of the bands' records, has been
produced by no other than Damien Dausch from PSYRUS STUDIO, making the sound
even more accomplished, mature and established.

ABOUT THE BAND
Through their tireless energy, DUST IN MIND have spent the past few years growing,
experiencing efficiently and is now well and truly established in the European Metal landscape.
They deliver a modern/groovy metal illustrated with non-stop videos, new singles and bonus content.
The French band from Strasbourg, formed in 2014 and now represented by Damien Dausch(guitars/
vocals), Jennifer Gervais (vocals), Xavier Guiot (bass), Thomas Marasi (drums) and Philippe
Miralles (guitars) is signed on the German label DARKTUNES MUSIC GROUP.
And through their own true personality, their highly anticipated fourth studio album, CTRL is not

DUST IN MIND has had already a big taste of international stages a part of tours through Europe

During the pandemic, the band that “lives” together took its time to put cards on the table, and
worked on their sound, and on an album that shows a real commitment. An outlet, an
aggressiveness under a veil of humility. Where letting go, self-learning come together, but also the
pressure that humans can face, the torrents of emotions that overwhelm our being. This is DUST IN
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